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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE List of Bloks CAL XSCS

(start of valid period) (end of valid period) hanged VERS. ag

EMOS1 ADUCONV 0020 1999-12-10T00:00:00 2000-07-15T12:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS1 ADUCONV 0021 2000-07-15T12:00:01 2000-11-09T12:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS1 ADUCONV 0022 2000-11-09T12:00:01 2001-04-18T00:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS1 ADUCONV 0023 2001-04-18T00:00:01 2001-08-18T00:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS1 ADUCONV 0024 2001-08-18T00:00:01 2001-09-26T22:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS1 ADUCONV 0025 2001-09-26T22:00:01 2001-11-25T12:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS1 ADUCONV 0026 2001-11-25T12:00:01 2002-11-07T05:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS1 ADUCONV 0027 2002-11-07T05:00:01 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS2 ADUCONV 0020 1999-12-10T00:00:00 2000-07-15T12:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS2 ADUCONV 0021 2000-07-15T12:00:01 2000-11-09T12:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS2 ADUCONV 0022 2000-11-09T12:00:01 2001-04-18T00:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS2 ADUCONV 0023 2001-04-18T00:00:01 2001-08-18T00:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS2 ADUCONV 0024 2001-08-18T00:00:01 2001-09-26T22:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS2 ADUCONV 0025 2001-09-26T22:00:01 2001-11-25T12:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS2 ADUCONV 0026 2001-11-25T12:00:01 2002-11-07T05:00:00 OFFSET GAIN NO

EMOS2 ADUCONV 0027 2002-11-07T05:00:01 OFFSET GAIN NO

2 Changes

A new set of ADUCONV CCF �les have been generated whih inlude updated values for the gain

parameters. This new set of CCFs overs the same 8 time periods as the previous ADUCONV

CCFs (issues 12 to 19; see XMM-CCF-REL-125) and the MOS CTI CCFs (issues 8 to 15; see

XMM-CCF-REL-124)

These new gain parameters have been tuned to suppress the residuals present in the energy

sale with the old CCFs. The replaement CCFs, as with their previous version, assume a linear
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relationship between the harge deteted from an event and the energy of the deteted X-ray (hene

E

eV

= gain� E

harge

+ offset). The new gain and o�set values have been alulated from obser-

vations of the on-board alibration soures, whih onsist of three spetal lines (Al at 1486.57 eV,

see Suresh et al 2000, J. Phys. B. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 33; Mn K� at 5895.75 eV and Mn K� at

6489.97 eV, see Holzer et al 1997, Phy. Rev. A, 56, 6). The derived gain and o�set used in eah

CCF are the averaged values taken from the alibration observations made during eah CCF time

period. However, observations made during elipse seasons have been negleted, sine the ooler

EPIC MOS Analogue Eletronis (EMAE) require a smaller gain orretion. This e�et is most no-

table in the alibration observations, sine these are made immediately after the end of the elipses;

by the time siene observations ommene, the EMAE has returned to its nominal temperature

and so this temperature variation during elipses has only a minor e�et on siene observations. In

alulating the linear gain term, further spurious points that deviate away from the mean value by

greater than 5 times the average error of the points are also rejeted; suh rejetion is not required

for the onstant o�set term.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

For all CCDs and all time periods, the energy sale is now reonstruted to better than 5eV for the

entire energy range. The improvement of this new gain on existing data is expeted to be less than

10-15 eV at 6 keV, and less than 3 eV at 1.5 keV.

4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

The energy sale auray is better than 5 eV for the entire energy range for all observations, with

the possible exeptions of very bright soures and those siene observations made at the start of

an XMM orbit during the elipse seasons. In these two ases, as explained in XMM-CCF-REL-124,

the energy sale an be signi�antly over-orreted.

5 Test proedures & results

The new ADUCONV CCFs have been tested with SAS v5.4.1, the results of whih are shown in

�gures 1 to 4.

6 Expeted Updates

None.
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Figure 1: Using the old ADUCONV CCFs gain values to alulate the Mn K� line energy for eah

of the alibration observations using the MOS1 CCDs, pattern 0 only. The horizontal line indiates

the true energy of Mn K�, showing deviations of up to 10 eV with the alulated line energy. The

blue and green vertial lines (labelled \>e" and \<e") indiate the beginning and end of the elipse

seasons respetively (see text for more details).
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Figure 2: Using the new ADUCONV CCFs gain values to alulate the Mn K� line energy for eah

of the alibration observations using the MOS1 CCDs, pattern 0 only. The horizontal line indiates

the true energy of Mn K�, showing smaller deviations and hene an improvement in the alulated

energy sale.
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Figure 3: A straight line is �tted between the measured ADU and the known line energy of the

three alibration lines, for eah alibration observation. The resulting best-�t linear term for eah

observation is shown in this �gure, for MOS1 and pattern 0 events. The large hange in the gain

linear term in revolution 534 is due to the ooling of the EPIC MOS ameras, when the instruments

were ooled from the operating temperature of -100

o

C to -120

o

C.
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Figure 4: As �gure 3, but with the gain onstant o�set plotted on the absissa.


